DID YOU KNOW?

There is an International Parliament of the Jewish people, The World Zionist Congress meeting in Jerusalem this year.

MERCAZ is the political arm of the Conservative/Masorti movement in this Jewish Parliament.

There is an election - right now - for new delegates.

Make sure they represent US. Our ideals. Our priorities. Our vision of Israel.

A vote for MERCAZ (Slate #2) ensures an Israel that we can all identify with and be proud of.

The Impact of your MERCAZ vote:

- US$2.5 million annually in funding for Masorti/Conservative religious pluralism programming in Israel and around the world.
- Prominent positions within the WZO, JNF and The Jewish Agency, enabling direct influence over policy and financial decisions.

Shaping Israel to truly be a **Pluralistic, Inclusive, Egalitarian, Sustainable and Diverse State.**

**HOW TO VOTE FOR MERCAZ USA, SLATE #2 IN THE ZIONIST CONGRESS ELECTIONS**

- You must be at least 18 years old by June 30, 2015
- Visit [www投票mercaz.org](http://www.votemercaz.org) and click “vote now”
- Pay a $10 registration fee or $5 for anyone under 30 (Fees go to elections company and not to MERCAZ)
- Select Slate #2, MERCAZ USA!